UX/UI Designer (m/w/d) – fulltime
We, ProCarement GmbH, are an innovative and strongly growing Digital Health Startup based in the
Medical Valley, Forchheim. We support patients every day in the treatment of their disease. Our
mission is to revolutionize the healthcare sector.
Do you want to contribute to our mission? We are looking for support in the field UX/UI for permanent
employment from now on.

WHO YOU ARE:
▪

You see yourself as an advocate for users.
The wellbeing of the user is your biggest interest. With your work, you want to create an
excellent user experience for the patient and thus helping them in the treatment of their
disease.

▪

You are a team player.
Close coordination and absolute reliability go for you without saying. You like to work in crossfunctional teams and share your knowledge with others.

▪

You have a strategic mindset.
You seek for ways to improve processes, collaboration, and ways of working.

▪

You have a holistic way of thinking.
You never lose sight of the big picture – nevertheless you have an eye for details.

▪

You are curious.
You walk through the world with open eyes. You want to learn new things steadily - no matter
if in the field of design, health care, emerging technologies, psychology, or something else!

▪

You are a problem solver.
You like to translate complex issues into simple solutions.

▪

You are a communicator.
You have excellent communication skills and the ability to communicate ideas, concepts, and
procedures in a comprehensive and understandable manner.

Other requirements?
▪
▪
▪
▪

Bachelor’s degree or higher in UX Design, Human Computer Interaction, Interaction Design,
Human Factors Engineering or a related field
Advanced user of common design software (Figma, Sketch, Adobe XD, Framer, Invision, Axure)
Strong knowledge and experience in user research and evaluation methods, such as interviews,
focus groups, usability testing
Good German skills are a plus

WHY US?
▪

Contribute to the future of digital health care.
Always wanted to work on something innovative and at the same time have a good impact on
people’s life? Here you got the chance to do it!
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▪

Space for creativity.
We give you the freedom to bring in your ideas; no matter if for a new UI pattern or an
innovative project!

▪

Agile working environment.
We have short decision paths and flat hierarchies.

▪

Flexible working hours.
No matter if you are an early bird or a night owl – here you can shape your working day as
you want!

▪

30 days of paid vacation.
We know that sufficient rest periods are tremendously important.

▪

Remote work.
Upon consolation you’ll even have the possibility to work occasionally from abroad.

▪

Individual training opportunities.
You’ll have the opportunity to choose those trainings you are interested in.

▪

Feel good.
We want you to feel good! Therefore, we value a good work-life balance and a caring
working atmosphere.

Does this position sound like a match? Then get in touch with us! We are looking forward receiving your
CV, cover letter and portfolio at karriere@procarement.com.
(Please note that applications without portfolio cannot be taken in consideration).
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